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life, characteristically in response to a social situation usually
to the mother's smile.28 During the two months following
their acquisition of this ability babies tend to smile indis-
criminately in response to praise or blame, to smiles or
frowns. At about the fifth month, however, babies are likely
to stare at or withdraw from strangers and to reserve their
smiles for familiar faces. Toward the end of the year they
begin to welcome strangers more cordially. Laughter at
smiles, nods, and moving things usually occurs before the
sixth month. Eventually, both smiles and laughter become
diversified and integrated with other behavior patterns to
indicate various feelings of pleasure.
memory
According to Wordsworth the baby has already forgotten
a great deal at birth:
Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting . . .
Not in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter'nakedness,
But trailing clouds o£ glory do we come . . .
Peterson and Rainey 29 agreed to some extent with Words-
worth when they wrote:
There are good grounds for believing that the newborn child
comes to the world already with a small store of experiences and
associated feelings and shadowy consciousness.
The existence of memory before speech is difficult to
detect. Nevertheless, early in the first year children respond
to places and faces in ways which indicate a trace left by
previous experiences. Parents reported, on the average, that
their 'babies recognized them at about ten or eleven weeks of
age. There are a number of anecdotal accounts of memory
during the first year of life. The first sign of memory which
Miss Shinn noticed in her niece occurred in the seventh week
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